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Abstract—In this paper, we apply the Monte Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS) method for controlling at once several virtual
characters in a 3D multi-player learning game. The MCTS is
used as a search algorithm to explore a search space where every
potential solution reflects a specific state of the game environment.
Functions representing the interaction abilities of each character
are provided to the algorithm to leap from one state to another.
We show that the MCTS algorithm successfully manages to
plan the actions for several virtual characters in a synchronized
fashion, from the initial state to one or more desirable end states.
Besides, we demonstrate the ability of this algorithm to fulfill
a specific requirement of a learning game AI : guiding the non
player characters to follow a predefined and constrained learning
scenario and, if necessary, to adapt their decision to unexpected
events in the simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 3D Virtual Operating Room project1 (3DVOR) related
to this paper is a learning game that aims at improving
collaboration and communication amongst working operating
room staff (surgeon, anesthesiologist, nurse anesthesiologist
and nurse instrumentalist). The main idea of the project is
that improving collaboration and communication improves re-
spectful fulfillment of surgical protocols, reduces occurrences
of unexpected and hazardous operating (and post operating)
events, and improves crisis management when such events
occur. The 3DVOR game is an immersive 3D operating room
where trainees control their avatar and perform a simulated op-
eration to reach different objectives. Simulated operations are
based upon realistic predefined scenarios to encourage trainees
to play seriously (i.e., to act as in real life) but they only

13DVOR is supported by the 12th innovation cluster French funding scheme
“Fonds Unique Interministériel” (FUI). 3DVOR is a collaborative research
project between KTM Advance, Novamotion, the University of Toulouse,
Toulouse Hospital and the University JF Champollion.

Fig. 1. The Virtual Operating Room.

perform abstracted high level key actions. The game provides
a virtual environment that sets situations where trainees are
forced to collaborate and to communicate (surgical training is
out of the game’s scope). Unexpected events are part of the
training scenario or consequences of trainees’ bad decisions.
Finally, training supervisors evaluate how trainees collaborate
and communicate to complete the simulated operation.

The main issue with our training system is the incapacity
of always providing a human trainee to play each role in the
game because trainees are from working staffs with different
schedules. Moreover, in some training scenarios, it happens
that some roles have little to perform which make them less
interesting to play. For these reasons, we have decided to
make a more usable training system by endowing it with
artificial intelligence (AI). The AI is designed to replace
one or more trainees by non playing characters (NPC). The
challenge is to propose NPC that act as close as human trainees
would play in order to replace them as fully equal partners
[1]. In practice, NPC have to achieve two objectives: the
performing of realistic, autonomous, collaborative, adaptive
and synchronous behaviors to play with human users, and the
ability to respectfully play a predefined scenario, even if human
users make mistakes and unexpected (or hazardous) situations
occur.

NPC playing a scenario in real-time is a well known
problem in video games and the use of planning algorithms
is common in this field. The first commercial game that
has used such algorithm is FEAR, in 2005. In this game,
the NPC are coordinated by GOAP (Goal Oriented Action
Planning), inspired by STRIPS [2]. In 2006, Orkin shows
that this algorithm can manage short sequences for several
coordinated agents [3]. In recent games like Killzone 2 or
Max Payne 3, planers based on Hierarchical Task Networks
(HTN) like SHOP [4], [5] pilot the NPC. From [6], [7],
HTN have been largely used to control NPC in interactive
storytelling but the main difficulty of this method is the
complexity of the decomposition of the tasks. HTN can also
follow specific scenarios as in [8]. Other methods, like multi-
agent systems or machine learning bring new solutions. In
the serious game Format-Store [9], a multi-agent approach,
using the IODA methodology (Interaction Oriented Design of
Agent simulations) [10], controls a population of NPC in a
virtual shop. In the Restaurant Game [11], the system collects
interactions between players and makes plans as complex
decision trees. Then, the AI uses the collected data to animate
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the NPC. In Vibes framework [12], classifier systems [13]
combine behaviors to solve abstract tasks and fulfill small
scenarios.

Concerning our project, we look for a method that com-
bines the advantages of the cited approaches: representation
of the internal states and preconditions and postconditions of
HTN, exploration and any-time response of STRIPS, reactivity
of the multi-agent systems, and automatic learning and genera-
tion of plans by machine learning. We chose to focus on Monte
Carlo Tree Search [14], [15] to create the AI of our NPC. This
method makes decisions to choose the optimal action to solve
a problem. It combines generalization skills of evolutionary
methods (like learning classifier systems) and the accuracy of
decision trees. The algorithm does not use complex knowledge
or predefined strategies to find a solution. The only useful
information are the authorized actions and the evaluation of
some states. It enables to create coherent plans and to play
a precise scenario by applying a pertinent evaluation policy.
Finally, it is an any-time algorithm, capable of giving the best
option in real-time. It has been used in many cards and board
games [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] and in real-time game such
as Ms Pac-Man [21], Physical Travelling Salesman Problem
[22] or Tron [23].

After a short description of the data and scenario model-
ing, we will introduce our MCT-based NPC controller. The
experimental results will show how, with a single instance of
the controller, we can coordinate up to four NPC (the whole
surgical staff) to perform coherent actions to fulfill a specific
goal, to perform a constrained training scenario and to adapt
their actions to human interactions or unexpected situations.

II. DATA MODELING

Modeling data in our project results from analyzing many
hours of footage in a real operating room and from conducting
many interviews with expert surgeons, anesthesiologists and
nurses. From this data, we accurately model the environment
of the learning game: 3D models of medical furnitures, equip-
ment, and medical staff; semantic properties linked to models

Actions
Character ID Description Duration

(TU)
Surgeon S1 Display radiographies 0.5

S2 Wash hands 3
S3 Put on gloves 1
S4 Put on mask 1
S5 Adjust chair 1
S6 Set up lamp 1
S7 Put radiographies on desk 0.5
S8 Grab radiographies 0.5
S9 Take off gloves 0.5

Nurse instrumentalist NI1 Display radiographies 0.5
NI3 Help surgeon to put gloves on 1
NI4 Help surgeon to put mask on 1
NI7 Put radiographies on desk 0.5
NI8 Grab radiographies 0.5

NI10 Tell surgeon radiographies are set up 0.5
Anesthesiologist, A1, NA1 Set up monitoring equipments 1.5

Nurse anesthesiologist A2, NA2 Prepare drugs 1
A3, NA3 Fill perfusion 1
A4, NA4 Install perfusion 1
A5, NA5 Anesthetize patient 2
A6, NA6 Throw away drugs 0.5

Everybody B1 Do Nothing 1
TABLE I. SAMPLE OF MODELED ACTIONS

and semantic actions that every medical character can perform;
medical protocols or learning scenarios as Business Process
Model Notation (BPMN) diagrams that represent sequences
of mandatory actions.

Semantic properties reflect boolean inner states or ob-
servable characteristics about entities in the operating room.
For instance, an an electrocardiogram (ECG) has an “ON”
property that can be “false” (the device is off) or “true” (the
device is on). Actions perform transitions between states in
the environment. To ensure medical coherence in the game,
each action has a set of preconditions and a set of post-
conditions. Preconditions are necessary to define whether an
action is valid or not. All of them must be validated for an
action to be performable. Post-conditions define the logic of an
action, which means state changes of the concerned entities.
For example, “turn on the ECG” has “ECG:ON=false” has
precondition and “ECG:ON=true” as post-condition. Actions
might be specific to in game characters (only surgeon can
use scalpel, but either anesthesiologist or its assistant can
fill a perfusion). Actions also have a default precondition: an
action is not performable if its acting character is already busy.
Finally, actions have a relative duration in Time Unit (TU). One
Time Unit is a fixed value in seconds (from 1 to 60 seconds)
that is used to pace the game.

Modeling the activity of each character role aims at de-
scribing in a chronological fashion the sequence of actions
undertaken by characters to fulfill of a specific protocol or
given scenario. The Business Process Model notation (BPMN)
was chosen for its expressiveness: sequence flows enable mod-
eling sequences of actions and more elaborate plans are created
using other syntactic elements such as parallel (coordination)
or exclusive (choice) gateways. The figure 2 is the BPMN of
the scenario we use to test our MCTS-based approach. The
actions are described in table I. In this scenario, the surgical
team prepares a neurological operation. The scenario splits the
team in two pairs: the surgeon works with the nurse instrumen-
talist and the anesthesiologist with the nurse anesthesiologist.
The two sub-teams’ scenarios are independent from each other.
This means that they are asynchronous and that one can be
completed before the other. However, members of each sub-
team must coordinate their actions to accurately follow the
aimed sub-plans. The starting state is: the surgeon has dirty
hands, he does not wear gloves or mask; the radiographies are
on the desk and must be displayed; the drugs and the patient to
anesthetize are not prepared; the patient is awake. The surgeon-
nurse instrumentalist team must prepare the surgeon before
the surgical act. The other team must anesthetize the patient.
The aimed final state is reached when the following situation
occurs: the patient is sleeping, the radiographies are displayed,
the surgeon wears its gloves and its mask, the lamp and the
chair are ready. We expect this scenario to be sufficient to test
the method in the most usual cases: sub-teams with sub-plans,
some coordinated sequences of actions and actions than can
be performed by any NPC.

III. MONTE CARLO TREE SEARCH IN OUR PROJECT

A. About MCTS

The method known as Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)
is a search method that aims at taking optimal decisions in



Fig. 2. The learning scenario used in the experimental evaluation. Actions are described in table I.

Fig. 3. Outline of a Monte-Carlo Tree Search [24].

a discrete finite environment, using a search tree generated
across multiple stochastic simulations. Inspired by both the
Monte Carlo and the tree search methods, it is based on the
postulate that a large enough number of simulations, chosen
randomly and accordingly to the previous ones, lead to a
trustful evaluation of the search space. The exploration phase
iterates four steps cycles: selection, expansion, simulation,
and back-propagation. Selection step selects the next node to
explore using a stochastic policy tree (exploration/exploitation
dilemma). Expansion step creates a new node in the search
tree. Simulation steps run a simulation in which actions are
randomly chosen until a leaf of the tree is reached. This leaf
(final state of the simulation) is then evaluated and, during
back-propagation step, the outcome is propagated to the root
node, updating every selected node and calculating their new
mean outcome. Figure 3 shows an outline of the MCTS
algorithm from [24]. Exploration can be interrupted between
two cycles to exploit its results and select the next action to
perform. The child nodes of the current state are compared,
and the best is chosen. Exploration can then go on with this
child as the new root node. More details about the MCTS
method and its variants can be found in [15].

B. Applying MCTS in our project

As a reminder, the AI in our learning game has the
following constraints: the AI must replace realistically, in
real-time, and as a fully equal partner any member of the
surgical team; the AI must control all the NPC at once if
necessary; the AI must fulfill accurately a learning scenario
(or a surgical protocol); the computed sequences of actions
must be understandable and analyzable by medical experts and
teachers. The resolution method we present in this article is
largely inspired by the MCTS method. The nodes of our search
tree represent the states of the environment. A node mainly

consists of a vector of booleans that contains all the binary
states of the virtual environment. The transitions between
nodes in the MCTS represent the different actions that any
character can perform in the virtual operating room. An action
is represented in the MCTS with its ID (see table I).

However, it appears that the classical tree structure was
less adapted than a graph-like one. Following a pedagogical
scenario implies knowing whether or not an observed state is
in the actual learning scenario. A simple way of knowing if
a visited state matches a state in the learning scenario is to
compute the list of relevant states in the learning scenario
and then to apply matching operators. Linking the MCTS
to a hash table seems a sensible solution. Indeed, a hash
table can both register every state from the scenario and
store every new encountered state. Moreover, checking the
hash table, the algorithm can not duplicate states and it can
reuse previous knowledge of the search space (i.e. node’s
relevancy according to scenario, node statistics and children
from this node). Adding the hash table changes the usual tree
topology of the genuine method in a directed acyclic graph-
like topology, as seen in [25]. This presents another interesting
feature concerning our project: the associated medical staff and
teaching experts expressly request graph-like models because
they consider them as more readable and more exploitable than
tree-like ones.

The classical Upper Confidence Bounds for Trees heuristic
(UCT) is the main basis of our algorithm. As a reminder, in
UCT variant, the tree policy defines next node to explore as
the node j that maximizes:

Xj + C

√
2ln(n)

nj
(1)

where Xj is the average reward for the node j, nj is the
number of times the node j was explored and n is the number
of times the current node was explored.

Adding the hash table implies the following modifications.
Each explored node is registered on its first encounter in the
hash table. The hash table key is a unique reference based
upon a conversion of the vector of binary states in the node
into an integer. This addition is performed either in expansion
and in simulation steps. The registration of nodes in the hash
table allows to update node statistics for all the nodes visited in
simulation phase. In the current simulation step, because nodes
are registered and updated in previous simulation steps, we can
use the tree policy as default policy for each node already in



the hash map. Otherwise, an uniformly random default policy
is applied.

To avoid behavioral loops2 and proliferation of useless
actions, we add two more enhancements. Any selection of a
previously selected node in the same exploration cycle leads to
a dead end; a reward value of zero is back-propagated to hint
the AI that the concerned node is unlikely to give good results.
We follow previous work [14] in using a decay mechanism to
favors shortest plan of actions. A light fee of 0.05% is applied
for each encountered node during both selection and simulation
steps.

The AI in our project must control at once several simu-
lated players and make them play a realistic scenario based
upon observation of real surgical operations. These scenarios
are represented with BPMN diagrams and these diagrams are
used to constraint our MCTS-based approach. The diagrams
are interpreted to automatically generate mandatory nodes
from the scenario. The mandatory nodes are tagged as coming
from the scenario and registered in the hash table. This ensures
that these nodes are always a pre-computed part in the research
graph. Any mandatory node has a fixed reward value that
depends on the distance between itself and the initial node in
the scenario. This distance is the minimal number of needed
actions between the considered node and the final one. The
reward of the node that represents the final state of the scenario
has a maximal value of 1.0. Any other node receives a reward
value equal to 0.99d, with d the minimal number of needed
actions to end the scenario from this node. The nodes that
are not from the scenario start with a reward value equals
to 0 and this value can not exceed 1.0. The rewards from
simulation steps are not back-propagated to the mandatory
nodes. However, their presence in the search graph from the
start of the game session, and their fixed reward value, ensure
that these nodes are favored by our tree policies in exploration
phase and selected as best option in exploitation phase.

In the next section, we will show how these mechanisms
allow to comply with the formulated exigences regarding AI
in the project.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In the following experiments, we use the scenario described
in figure 2. The modeled environment consists of 40 actions,
8 interactive objects and 18 boolean semantic states. In our
method, states are stored in the hash table as a binary string
more conveniently represented as an integer. The important
facts in solving the scenario are: all of the in-game actions
can be performed at anytime, but some actions might result in
a failure and others are totally useless for the actual scenario;
only 14 actions out of the modeled 40 are compulsory to fulfill
the scenario; some actions are independent from each other
whereas others are linked; a surgical protocol orders some
of the necessary actions and the compliance of this order is
mandatory. The experiment is successful when the patient and
the operating staff are ready to start surgery. An experiment
fails when a selected action can not be performed or when the
selected actions generate an hazardous event (as, for example,
bacterial contamination of the patient or its death).

2We totally want to avoid plans where the AI loops and performs alterna-
tively opposite actions as “anesthetize patient” and “wake patient”.
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Fig. 4. Performed actions in 100 gaming experiences without learning
scenario.

The MCTS-based approach is expected to provide an action
each time an idle NPC requests something to do. Durations
of actions pace activity periods for the NPC and, thus, allow
computational time to the MCTS-based approach. During this
computational time, the method performs as much as possible
explorations to compute a best plan of actions from the actual
state in the environment to the final state of the scenario. When
any character asks for an action, the algorithm answers with
the best so far evaluated action to perform from the actual state.
If the NPC can not perform any action, the method generates a
“do nothing” action that lasts one time unit. For clarity matters,
these “do nothing” actions do not appear on figures that display
results.

A. Solving the scenario without constraint

In this experiment, the MCTS-based approach controls the
four members of the surgical team. The only given knowledge
to develop the MCTS are the initial and the final state of



the experimental scenario. We intentionally disable all the
mechanisms to constraint our method in following the learning
scenario.

The figure 4 represents the state diagram computed by
our MCTS-based method for 100 runs. To compare computed
state diagram to scenario, the precomputed scenario states are
added a posteriori. White states are precomputed states from
the scenario that are never visited in the experiments. Grey
and black states are visited, black ones are those that match
precomputed states from the scenario, gray ones are unplanned
states. The initial state of the scenario is on top and the final
state at the bottom. NPC’s actions perform the transitions
between states. A path in the state chart is chronological for
one NPC, but two actions from two different NPC following
each other in the diagram can be simultaneously performed
(as S2 and NI8 on the left from the top). Finally, two actions
between two states (as A1 and NA1 from the initial state)
means that either one or the other can be performed. Firstly,
the state diagram shows that computed sequences of actions
always fulfill an adequate final state but they seldom pass
through states from scenarios. The only difference between
the final state from the scenario and the computed one is
the value that indicates if the nurse has announced that the
radiographies are set up. Indeed, the action NI10 “Tell surgeon
radiographies are set up” is never performed. A further analysis
reveals more divergences with the learning scenario. Most of
the time, 98 runs out of 100, the surgeon NPC grabs the
radiographies (S8) and puts them on the display board (S1). In
the scenario, the nurse instrumentalist must perform this task.
But, because the surgeon washes its hands after displaying the
radiographies, no harm is done to the patient and the operation
carries on. The anesthesiologist and the nurse anesthesiologist
NPC perform fairly well (they always complete correctly
the A2/NA2, A3/NA3, A4/NA4, A5/NA5 sequence), but they
sometimes perform A1/NA1 “Set up monitoring equipment” at
the beginning of the experiment and sometimes in the middle
of the A2/NA2 to A5/NA5 sequence. Besides, most of the time
the NPC perform either anesthesiologist’s action or nurse’s
anesthesiologist’s equivalent one. Nevertheless, all the com-
puted sequences are consistent relatively to the modeled data
and actions. Finally, one instance of our approach manages to
control in real time and simultaneously the four NPC. The next
experiment will show how our proposed approach constraints
the NPC perform sequences of actions that follow the learning
scenario.

B. Solving the scenario with constraints

As in the previous experiment, the MCTS-based approach
still controls the four members of the surgical team. The
starting state is also identical. The difference with the previous
experiment is that, this time, we add the precomputed states in
the research graph. These states are issued from flow sequences
from the BPMN model of the learning scenario (figure 2).
As previously explained, when the proposed approach is in
exploration phase to compute the so far best plan of actions, it
favors the actions that reach the precomputed states. The figure
5 represents the observed actions flows for 100 experiments.
Our approach never proposes an action that lead to a state
other than the precomputed ones from the scenario. Moreover,
there are not any behavioral loops, nor any unnecessary or
any irrelevant performed actions. Also, the method succeeds
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Fig. 5. Performed actions in 100 gaming experiences with learning scenario.

both to play with the right character when two characters can
perform the same action but only one of them is meant to
do it, and to propose the two solutions if the characters can
both act in the scenario. Finally, figure 6 shows the time-line
of one of the most observed solution given by our approach:
the computed sequences of actions match perfectly with the
BPMN of the scenario.

Without any interferences or any unexpected events, our
approach manages to control the four NPC and make them to
follow the learning scenario. The next experiments will show
how the method can adapt its response when a player and
pedagogical events are involved.
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C. Handling the unexpected

So far the proposed approach handles the NPC of the surgi-
cal team in order to complete accurately the learning scenario.
The last requested specification of the AI in our project is that
it must replace a player as a “fully equal partner”. This means
that the AI must act in order to keep following the learning
scenario even if a player acts as he wants in the game or if an
unexpected event occurs. In the two following experiments,
we still use the learning scenario previously described, but
a human player plays as the surgeon. Figure 7 shows the
computed state diagram when the player who plays the surgeon
choses to perform S8 “Grab radiographies” and S1 “Display
radiographies” instead of following the scenario and let the
nurse instrumentalist perform those actions. The state chart
shows that the MCTS-based method works as expected: every
one of the 100 runs fulfills the scenario and the NPC actions
quickly bring the plan in the flow of scenario’s precomputed
states. Moreover, the nurse instrumentalist NPC never tries
to interfere with player’s actions and performs accordingly
to the scenario: its first played action is NI10 “Tell surgeon
radiographies are set up” (see figure 8). The others NPC,
anesthesiologist and nurse anesthesiologist, play their part
as they do in previous experiment. The player’s actions do
not interfere with their routine. The NI10 action might seem
irrelevant in this sequence of actions but, it complies with the
scenario. Its presence is mainly due to an inconstancy in its
preconditions that is easy to correct. In our last experiment, we
introduce an unexpected event an a new situation: in figure 9,
when the experiment reaches the red star state, the perfusion
stand breaks and the surgeon (the human player’s character)
tears one of his gloves in the accident. The new state of game
is then the one below the green triangle in figure 9. The
player and NPC must handle the crisis from this point. To
prevent bacterial contamination of the operating room or of
the patient, the player choses to take off his gloves (S9) and
his mask (S10), then to wash his hands (S2). At the same time,
the anesthesiologist and the nurse anesthesiologist perform the
A2/NA2 (prepare drugs), A3/NA3 (fill perfusion) and A4/NA4
(install perfusion) sequence to replace the perfusion. At this
point, the state of the game is back in the scenario and the nurse
instrumentalist helps the surgeon to put on his new gloves
(NI3) and his new mask (NI4). The player proceeds then along
the scenario with S5 and S6 actions.

These two experiences are promising: our MCTS-based
approach manages to make NPC playing as equal partners
with one player. Moreover, the method allows the player to
solve an unexpected crisis while still coping with the learning
scenario. However, we must validate our approach with larger
scenarios and with more players as soon as the advances in
the project allow multi-player gaming and easy modeling of
large surgical scenarios.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In 3D Virtual Operating Room project, the coordinated
and adaptive behavior of a team of AI-controlled non playing
characters is enabled firstly by a consistent design from the
low-level modeling of the operating room to the definition of
high-level medical activities, and secondly by an appropriate
use of a MCTS-based method. Based upon our modeling of
the environment and interactive actions, we have demonstrated
the capacity of our custom MCTS-based method to respond to
the two main challenges of an AI system in a collaborative
learning game: performing autonomously as an equal partner
to the player and playing accordingly to the learning scenario
while coping with the player or unexpected events. In a
first experiment, we have established the raw efficacy of our
MCTS-based approach by proving able to assemble a set of
actions into a plan leading in real time a team of NPC from
an initial state to a desired goal state. In a second experiment,
we have investigated the introduction of a partial planning
in the method, by integrating a pedagogical scenario in the
MCTS. The results clearly show that this partial planning
adds a sufficient pressure to lead the method using the actions
promoted in the pedagogical scenario. However, a further study
must be performed to evaluate the strength of this pressure and,
eventually, how to tighten it or how to loosen it if necessary.
In the last experiments, we have demonstrated that the AI
was able to make up for the wrong or irrelevant actions
of a user playing off the track defined by the pedagogical
scenario. Moreover, we shows that the same approach manages
to control the NPC in the surgical team to dynamically assist
the player in solving an unexpected crisis.

The encouraging results of our approach in the project need
to be confirmed by evaluating the approach in real conditions,
with several human players and with actual scenarios signifi-
cantly more complex than the sample presented in this paper.
Moreover, user-tests are scheduled to start soon with an early
demonstrator of the game, in which we are willing to evaluate
the robustness of the multi-player version of the learning game
with health-care professionals. Finally, the performance impact
of the addition of a hash table to MCTS standard algorithm
must be evaluated and compared to the original method.
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